Successful Project Execution
Enabling Core Teams for Success

The Need
Project work is the creation of new products, services, or processes. It requires the identification and management of
risk associated with creativity and innovation. Project work requires a core team that functions as a true team to
validate and meet customer needs and is thus adept at communications. Project work further requires identification
and management of diverse stakeholder expectations over the duration of the project. Core teams don’t just happen.

The Solution
Successful Project Execution is a two-day program (can be customized) unlike any you have ever experienced.
Unlike most programs that prepare you for something, this program delivers a working core team and a first-draft
project plan. This program is the perfect way to kick a project team off and get three critical deliverables; 1) Risk Log,
2) Stakeholder map and analysis, and 3) A first-draft project plan inclusive of milestones, tasks, durations and
projected budgets, and 4) A working team. The program covers:
 Leading Change Initiatives
 Individual Contributors –Vs- Workgroups –Vs- Teams
 Stages of Team Development
 Your Project and the Project Environment
 Your Project Charter / Scope / Risks
 Developing the Project Plan – Work Breakdown Structure
 Stakeholder Identification
 Action Planning
Program Format / Features
• A fast-paced workshop—highly interactive, conducted by a Project Leader with over 20 years of experience.
• Computer simulation driven—using a state of the art simulation participants are immersed in a realistic
environment where they apply skills as they are taught. Participants leave the workshop with experience and
specific project plans—that are improved by simulation experience, team discussion and shared ideas.
• High value tools—usable ideas and tools, not information overload, tailored to address specific participant
situations. This program can be tailored for intact project teams and actually produce Project Requirements
Documentation, Work Breakdown Structures and initial project deliverables, saving valuable project time.
• Advanced skills training—builds upon basic project management skills advanced communication, conflict
resolution, and team-building skills with a focus on enhancing influence and stakeholder satisfaction.

The Result
Different than any other training program you’ve ever experienced, this workshop delivers a working project core
team, a first-draft project plan, a risk log and stakeholder map (four of the most important deliverables for any
successful project). Much more than a training program, this is a project experience. In fact it is the best first project
experience a core team can have. Teams form and learn how to deliver quality results that are focused on customer
needs. Kick your next program off with this program consistently rated 10 on a scale of 1 to 10!
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